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1. Introduction
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惑星系形成の標準モデル
Hayashi, C. et al. (1985) 他
が 1980 年代に構築. 

各種惑星の形成, その配置
などが説明可能. 

問題もあるけれど…
星雲モデルの妥当性
ダスト落下問題
微惑星形成問題
“異形の惑星” 問題
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物質科学的問題

地球の組成とその起源
コンドライトと PUM の　　
組成の相違 

“地球型” 隕石が存在する 　
(した) か ?  

他の地球型惑星は ?

コンドライトの起源
各グループの成因は ?

構成物質の成因は ?
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2. 隕石学ミニマム
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隕石の分類

成因的分類
未分化な隕石
　… コンドライト
分化した隕石
　… エコンドライト, 
　　 石鉄隕石, 隕鉄

分類の根拠
組織的な特徴
太陽組成との類似



コンドライトの構成物質

コンドリュール
mm サイズの球粒
ケイ酸塩鉱物, ガラス

難揮発性包有物
1 cm ～ 10μm サイズ
Al-Ca 酸化物, シリケイト

マトリックス
μm サイズの微細結晶
プレソーラー粒子を含む

http://www.star-bits.com/CV3.htm



コンドリュール
球粒の由来
無重力下での融解・再固化
前駆物質はマトリックス

形成機構
組織から冷却時間に制限

形成年代
CAI より数 Myr 若い
CAI-bearing chondrule の発見

酸素同位体組成
CAI に比べ 16O-poor

http://www.zeiss.com/

http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect19/
Sect19_2.html



Ca-Al-rich>Inclusion
最も高温で凝縮する物質
太陽系最古の固体物質
fine grain (< 50μm) 
... 気相からの凝縮
coarse grain (>50μm)
... 蒸発残渣

chondrule-bearing CAI

酸素同位体組成
地球等に比べ 16O-rich

coarse grain は複雑

..............................................................

Contemporaneous formation of
chondrules and refractory
inclusions in the early Solar System
Shoichi Itoh & Hisayoshi Yurimoto

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Meguro, Tokyo 152-8551, Japan
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Chondrules and calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions (CAIs) are
preserved materials from the early history of the Solar System,
where they resulted from thermal processing of pre-existing
solids during various flash heating episodes which lasted for
several million years1. CAIs are believed to have formed about
two million years before the chondrules2–5. Here we report the
discovery of a chondrule fragment embedded in a CAI. The
chondrule’s composition is poor in 16O, while the CAI has a
16O-poor melilite (Ca, Mg, Al-Silicate) core surrounded by a 16O-
rich igneous mantle. These observations, when combined with
the previously reported CAI-bearing chondrules6–9, strongly
suggest that the formation of chondrules and CAIs overlapped
in time and space, and that there were large fluctuations in the
oxygen isotopic compositions in the solar nebula probably
synchronizing astrophysical pulses.
The chondrule-bearing CAI, which we have designated A5, was

found in the Y-81020 CO3.0 chondrite (Fig. 1). The CAI is about

100 mm across, and consists of a large central polycrystalline melilite
(10–13% åkermanite;Åk10–13) clast and a three-pyroxene assem-
blage enclosed by a porous glassy mesostasis (Supplementary Fig.
1). The mesostasis consists of Al-rich clinopyroxene filaments
embedded in Al-rich glass. These textures indicate that the mesos-
tasis was quenched from a liquid. The pyroxene assemblage includes
troilite and metal, as well as enstatite, augite and pigeonite. This
assemblage has not previously been observed in CAIs10, and the
chemical compositions of the pyroxene phases (Table 1) are also not
known from CAIs. However, such an assemblage is typical of
chondrules11. Thus, it is evident that the pyroxene assemblage is a
fragment of a chondrule, which has mineralogical and textural
properties similar to the most frequently observed type-I (that is,
low FeO) porphyritic chondrules in the CO chondrites.

The oxygen isotope data are bimodally distributed on the
carbonaceous chondrite anhydrous minerals (CCAM) line (Fig.
2). All the 16O-rich values are from the mesostasis. The O isotope
values in both the melilite clast and the pyroxene assemblage are
depleted in 16O. We emphasize that the O isotopic composition of
the pyroxenes falls within the range observed in low FeO (type-I)
CO chondrules12,13. The non-mass-dependent O-isotope distri-
bution indicates that the large melilite crystals in the CAI, and the
chondrule fragment (that is, enstatite, pigeonite and augite), did not
crystallize from or equilibrate with the surrounding mesostasis
liquid.

This non-equilibrium state is also supported by the elemental
composition of themesostasis. Themesostasis composition (Table 1
and Supplementary Table 1) corresponds to the type-C CAI field of
Stolper’s diagram10,14. This composition shows that spinel and then

Figure 1 Back-scattered electron image of the chondrule-bearing CAI. The object, named
A5, was found in a thin section (no. 56-4 from the National Institute of Polar Research,

Tokyo) of the Y81020 CO3.0 chondrite. Horizontal and vertical scales are in mm. Scale bar

also at top right. Locations of SIMS analyses are shown by numbers corresponding to

those in Table 1. The circle size round each number shows the approximate analytical

area of O isotopic composition by SIMS. The CAI consists of a large central polycrystalline

melilite (Åk10–13, Mel) clast in which individual melilite crystals are about 20 mm across.

Fine perovskite grains (white spots) are scattered in and around the melilite. The melilite

clast is enclosed by a porous mesostasis (Mes) composed of a fine-grained mix of Al-rich

clinopyroxene (lighter area; MgO, 13.3 wt%; Al2O3, 18.1; SiO2, 37.5; CaO, 24.2; TiO2,

6.3; other elements ,0.1) and Al-rich glass (darker area; MgO, 7.0–10.6 wt%; Al2O3,

41.2–43.9; SiO2, 24.6–33.3; CaO, 11.7–16.7; TiO2, 0.6–1.9; Cr2O3, 0.3–1.0; FeO,

0.3–1.2; other elements ,0.1). Also enclosed by the porous mesostasis is a pyroxene

assemblage dominated by enstatite (En) with minor pigeonite (Pig) and augite (Aug). The

augite is an overgrowth on the pigeonite. Troilite (Tr) is minor phase associated with the

pyroxene assemblage. Troilite and Fe-Ni metal (white spots) are scattered in the

mesostasis near the pyroxene assemblage. The right lower side of the CAI is broken

surface where the pyroxene assemblage directly borders the matrix (Mx). Other

abbreviations: Ol, olivine; Chond, chondrule; AOA, amoeboid olivine aggregate.
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solar nebula (the X-point)22, for compound objects consisting of a
CAI core and a chondrule mantle23,24, and for potential cyclic
variation of the O-isotopic composition in the formed solids25.

Chondrules and CAIs were possibly formed by X-ray-flare heat-
ing, arising as a result of the time-dependent interaction of a
protoplanetary disk with the protosolar magnetosphere22. Figure 3
is a schematic view of the CAI- and chondrule-forming region
around the inner edge of the protosolar disk. In the steady state,
16O-rich solids26 form 16O-rich CAIs at the proto-Sun side of the X-
point where the 16O-poor gas26 is ionized and removed by the strong
electromagnetic forces22. This region therefore results in a very high
dust/gas ratio27. Evaporation, condensation and melting of dusts by
the flare heating form 16O-rich CAIs. Chondrules form outward of
the X-point, where the precursor solids are immersed in 16O-poor
gas. Chondrules therefore tend to have 16O-depleted O-isotopic
compositions. 16O-poor CAIs28 would form in the region between
the forming regions of 16O-rich CAIs and of 16O-poor chondrules.
However, the O isotopic variation observed in A5 indicates that
16O-rich and 16O-poor materials were gathered into one object,
suggesting O isotope oscillation in the nebular regions where CAIs
and chondrules formed.

The radial excursions of the X-point occurred repeatedly on
relatively short timescales, with cycles ranging from days to thou-
sands of years22. Synchronously the dust-to-gas ratio in the fluctu-
ation zone changed, owing to the radial fluctuation of the inner edge
of the gas disk. On the other hand, solids in the gas disk gradually
migrated towards the proto-Sun on a longer timescale, ranging
from thousands to million of years29. Therefore 16O-rich dusts and
16O-poor gas were mixed in different proportions. If X-ray-flare
heating occurred with the fluctuation, O isotopic compositions of
dusts were changed by the heating event. Thus 16O-rich and 16O-
poor materials coexist in this fluctuation zone. This model is
consistent with previous O isotopic observations: oxygen isotopic
exchange of 16O-rich CAI minerals with the 16O-poor nebula gas
can occur by heating when the CAIs are immersed in the gas30; the
X-point fluctuations and the solid migrations allow mechanical
mixing between 16O-poor CAI and 16O-poor chondrule solids28.

This model indicates that CAI-forming and chondrule-forming
events are not independent, but overlapped during the evolution of
the early Solar System. We predict that chondrules having the same
age as CAIs, or having the same 16O-enrichment as CAIs, will be
found in chondrites. A

Received 14 October 2002; accepted 28 April 2003; doi:10.1038/nature01699.
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Figure 2 Oxygen-isotopic composition of minerals in the chondrule-bearing CAI. Error
bars of individual analyses denote standard deviations corresponding to precisions for a

series of measurements (Table 1). Accuracy (95% confidence), estimated from repeated

measurements of standard materials, is denoted at lower right. Abbreviations: TF,

terrestrial fractionation line; CCAM, carbonaceous chondrite anhydrous mineral mixing

line26. All phenocrysts depleted in 16O are embedded in Ca-Al-rich glassy mesostasis that

is 16O-rich. Because O isotopic compositions in the melilite clast were measured in

sequence during the same analytical session, the difference between the two d-values in

the melilite is much larger than the analytical precisions (also see Supplementary Fig. 2

and Supplementary Table 2). The O isotopic zoning of the melilite clast (more 16O-rich

towards rim) is probably due to O isotopic diffusion during cooling of the last melting event.

The 16O-rich mesostasis seems to be slightly inhomogeneous in its oxygen isotopes. This

can be explained by aqueous alteration in the parent body because of rapid O diffusivity in

glass. Despite the alteration, the secondary O isotopic modifications are partial because

the Al-rich glass mostly occupies the sputtered areas of SIMS analysis.

Figure 3 Schematic view of CAI and chondrule formation. The solar nebula originally

consisted of 16O-rich dusts and 16O-poor gas26. CAIs having a 16O-rich signature formed

at the inside of the inner edge of the gas disk. CAIs with 16O-poor signature and

chondrules formed in the gas disk. Expected radial excursions of the X-point22 are shown

as red and blue colours. CAIs having both 16O-rich and 16O-poor signatures formed at the

fluctuation zone of the inner edge. O isotopic exchange of CAI minerals occurred when the
16O-rich CAI was embedded in the gas disk.
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コンドライトの分類

Fe の総量の違い
シリケイトとの分別過程
の存在を示唆
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CI Ivuna, ～ C1
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CO Ornans

CV Vigarano

H Hi-Fe
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EH Hi-Fe

EL Low-Fe



Si/Al-Mg/Al>比,>酸素同位体組成
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1. CAI 付加

2. ???



3. 原始太陽系における
　　　　水と有機物の挙動



Evolution of Protoplanetary Disk

Dynamical evolution
Disk structure
Accretion rate

→ recently available
(e.g., Calvet et al. 2000)

Compositional evolution

Chemical composition?

Isotopic composition?



Hints from Chondrites:
Oxygen Isotopic Composition

Mass-independent
fractionation

 16O-rich  ... CAI
 16O-poor ... Chondrule

Implying existence of 
16O-rich & -poor reservoirs

Chronology suggests that 
oxygen isotopic composition 
changed during several Myr
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Systematic variations in 
Si/Mg ratio and redox state

More reduced type has 
higher  Si/Mg ratio

Heterogeneous addition 
of SiC and reprocessing 
possibly produce these 
variations.

Formation of SiC requires 
high C/O ratio (>0.95) 
relative to original one (0.5).
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Early Studies

Cuzzi & Zahnle (2004)
pointed out that preferential migration of dust particles would 
enhance vaporized component at inner disk.

Yurimoto & Kuramoto (2004)
modeled oxygen isotopic evolution of disk by using same  
process, but they assumed steady evolution of disk and time 
scale of  the evolution was not fully discussed.

Nakano et al. (2003)
suggested that C-bearing vapor (hydrocarbons) from organic 
materials controlled C/O ratio of disk, but they did not 
consider  the effect of advective diffusion in accretion disk.



In This Study...

We have performed a numerical calculation for  
advective diffusion in accretion disk, considering

preferential migration of dust particles

evaporation of H2O ice and organic materials

rapid decay of gas accretion

To clarify compositional evolution of disk & its 
time scale.



Preferential Migration of Dust
Dust particles radially 
migrate faster than gas due 
to gas drag. 

vdust / vgas increases with 
decay of disk accretion.

For mm sized particle : 
10-8 Msolar / yr ... 

10-9 Msolar / yr ...

Dust evaporants are enhanced 
in its evaporation area
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Advective Diffusion Equation

∂ci

∂t
+ vr

∂ci

∂r
−

1

Σr

∂

∂r

(
ΣrD

∂ci

∂r

)
=

Si

Σ

ci : Concentration of species i 　Si : Source for species i

r : Distance from disk center　vr : Migration velocity of gas

∑ : Surface density of disk　D : Diffusion coefficient

We can rewrite as...

vr =
Ṁ

2πrΣ
, D = νν = −

2rvr

3
,

ν: Turbulent viscosity



Distribution of O&C for Each Carrier

Silicate Ice
(H2O)

Organic
material

Gas
(CO)

O 1 3.5 ~ 0 1.5

δ17,18OMC
(‰) 0 +100 — -230

C 0 0 1.5 1.5

Assuming that half of C is partitioned into CO gas and 
another half into organic materials.

δ17,18OMC means deviation from isotopic composition of 
molecular cloud.



Disk Model & Parameters
“Minimum mass” disk model

Evaporation area ; H2O ice  ... 3 AU
                             Organics ... 0.3 AU

Dust size, density ... 1 mm, 1.5 g cm-3

Accretion rate ... 10-8 - 10-9 Msolar /yr
correspond to transitional phase from CTTS to WTTS
assuming the time scale of decay is very short
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Results
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Compositional evolution 
time is scaled by residence 
time tres ~ 4 Myr;

This value is consistent with 
evolution time suggested by 
chronology (several Myr).

Locational heterogeneity 
also exists.

Evolution of
Oxygen Isotopic Composition
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Evolution of
C/O ratio

In case that time scale of 
accretion decay is sufficiently 
shorter than tres , a reduced 
environment would be formed 
at innermost region of disk. 

tres ~ 4 Myr is longer than the 
lifetime of CTTS, so this is  a 
presumable assumption. 

At 0.05 AU where X-wind 
arises, SiC formation would 
last for 1 Myr.
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A Possible Scenario of
Material Formation

1. at high accretion rate 
  ... oxidized 16O-rich disk, 
      CAI formation at the disk center

2. soon after accretion decays 
  ... reduced disk center, SiC formation

3. at low accretion rate 
  ... oxidized 16O-poor disk, continuous chondrule
      formation event, reprocess with added SiC

Large addition of SiC ... reduced chondrule

Small addition of SiC ... oxidized chondrule



A Possible Scenario of Material Formation



4. 修士論文へ向けて

image from “http://www.ep.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/~chihiro/



円盤モデルの精密化

円盤温度の進化
まずは解析的モデルで
ダストサイズ分布と合わせて

円盤面密度の進化
ダストは枯渇するか ?

material to form within the solar nebula at a given
time, and then be accreted into larger bodies.

If phyllosilicate-bearing bodies were present in the
solar nebula, their orbits would evolve over time due
to a variety of effects. The most significant effect
would likely be inward migration due to gas drag
since it operates on very short timescales. Because the
solar nebula is expected to have a radial pressure
gradient, the nebular gas would orbit the sun at
velocity below the Keplerian velocity. As solid bodies
attempted to follow Keplerian orbits, they would
experience a headwind which would cause them to
migrate inwards at a rate that can be calculated as
using the equations derived in previous work [22]. As
these bodies moved inwards, the nebular environment
in which they were surrounded would get hotter,
causing some of the water contained within them to
escape. If the rate at which this took place was slow,
then phyllosilicates could have migrated very far
inward while still retaining their water.

The rate at which these phyllosilicate-bearing
bodies would migrate inwards would depend strongly
on their sizes, with the fastest migrators being those
roughly 1 m in size [22]. Carbonaceous type bodies
of this size could have been created in a number of
ways. If phyllosilicates were the result of nebular
processes, then, as these small particles coagulated
and then accreted, they would eventually wind up in
bodies of this size. For those phyllosilicates which
formed by aqueous alteration processes on a parent
body, that body likely experienced a number of
collisions after it formed and therefore could have
ejected material in a range of sizes. Models of
planetesimal growth in the solar nebula which
account for both accretion and collisional destruction
show that a range of sizes from 1 Am to 10 km can
exist in a given location at a given time [23,24].
Thus, phyllosilicates likely were contained in many
different sized bodies throughout the first few million
years after they formed.

3. Migration and dehydration of phyllosilicates

As a solid body migrates inward, it will be exposed
to hotter temperatures and chemical environments that
are different than the region where the body formed.
This effect was used to look at the vaporization of

bodies composed of water ice, and it was found that
such solids would not survive migrating all the way to
1 AU in order to be incorporated into the planet-
esimals that formed there [2,3,25]. This is because the
vaporization of ice begins when temperatures are
above its condensation temperature (~160 K) and
occurs on timescales short compared to the migration
time of the bodies.

In the case of phyllosilicates, they are expected to
form in the nebula at temperatures below ~225 K [14].
However, studies of phyllosilicates in carbonaceous
chondrites have shown that the minerals will not
begin to decompose until they reach temperatures of
600–700 K [26]. This is likely due, in part, to the high
activation energy required to initiate decomposition of
phyllosilicates, which for chrysotile (a phyllosilicate
which is common in carbonaceous chondrites) has
been measured to be between 300 and 600 kJ/mol
[27,20].

This means that phyllosilicates can migrate
inwards to distances where temperatures are at this
level before dehydration would occur. Where this
would occur would depend on nebular parameters, but
would likely be at or inside 1 AU for most of the
lifetime of the nebula. Fig. 1 shows the midplane
temperature profile of the nebula as a function of
distance for three different models. The nebula is
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Fig. 1. Plotted are the midplane temperatures expected in a

minimum mass nebula for three different mass accretion rates onto

the sun (from top to bottom): 10!7, 10!8, and 10!9 ṀO/yr. The

latter rates are likely more appropriate for a minimum mass nebula,

and provide a thermal profile which easily allows for the transport

and survival of hydrous minerals from 5 AU to 1 AU.

F. Ciesla, D. Lauretta / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 231 (2005) 1–84

Ciesla & Lauretta (2005)



ダストの付着成長過程

島沢コードの活用
サイズ分布の考慮が可能

ダスト−ガス分別への影響
z 方向の分別は ?

有機物の付着限界速度大
水との濃集度に差 ?

円盤構造への影響
温度分布 etc.
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Fig. 3 : The dust growth in case of hit-and-stick. Cumulative
mass density is plotted as a function of particle radius.

Dust particles gradually grow due to mutual colli-
sion. The radius of the largest particle reaches to 10−4

m in about 1 year. Reaching this size, dust particles
accelerate the growth rate rapidly. These particles pref-
erentially grow over the dangerous size range in spite
of the large part of particles remain ∼ 10−5 m in ra-
dius. Such runaway growth occurs because the relative
velocity to 10−5 m particles remarkably increases from
10−4 m size. In this case, the growth time through the
dangerous size range is about several days which is con-
siderably shorter than the falling time (3 months) and
the in-situ formation of satellitesimals is possible.

4.2. In case that the critical velocity
is 10 m/s

Next, we show the result obtained under the con-
dition that the critical velocity vcr = 10 m/s in Fig. 4
a. At the first stage of growth, the result is similar to
that of hit-and-stick, and the runaway growth begins
at 10−4 m likewise. However, particles stop growing
at the radius of 10−2 m. This is because the relative
velocity to 10−5 m particles becomes higher than the
critical velocity.

The 10−2 m particles begin growing again after the
substantial increase of particles to which the relative
velocity is small; i.e., the similar-sized particles. To es-
timate the growth time scale in this second stage, we
consider the case when the radius of every dust particle
becomes 10−2 m. This ideal case gives the minimum
time scale of growth. As shown in Fig. 4, most of
dusts grows gradually with keeping narrow size distri-
bution. This is a typical orderly growth. The reason is
as follows: If an especially large particle is formed, this
particle can not grow up until the similar sized parti-
cles increase enough. Therefore, the large particle must
wait the growth of smaller particles. In this case, the
growth time through the dangerous size range is about
1 month. This is comparable to the falling time.
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Fig. 4 : The growth under the condition vcr = 10 m/s. a) In

case that the initial radius of dust is 10−6 m, likewise Fig. 3. b)

In case that the initial radius is 10−2 m, the size at which dust

particles stop growing.

5. Discussion

In view of those results, we consider the possibility
of the satellitesimals formation. The result obtained
under the condition that vcr = 10 m/s indicates that
the growth time through the dangerous size range is
longer than 1 month which is similar to the falling time.
In a realistic situation, the growth time becomes longer
because the second stage of growth begins before all of
the dust particles grow up to 10−2 m.

Therefore, the mechanisms which (i) increase the
number density of dust particles or (ii) raise the critical
velocity are necessary to form satellitesimals. An candi-
date of (i) is the formation of dust-concentrated regions
due to the migration of the mass center of dust swarm
which is neglected in this study. In such a region, the
growth time will be reduced by the increase of the col-
lision rate. The quantitative estimation needs further
investigations. Also for (ii), there may be several mech-
anisms. For one thing, the dust particles made of or-
ganic compounds has higher critical velocity (Kouchi
et al. 2002). However, it would be difficult to apply
this to the Jovian subnebula because observation has
not found such a compound on the present Galilean
satellites. For another, the icy dust particles may exist
in a state of “slushy ice”. To evaluate this effect, we
need to know the time variation of temperature profile

(木星系 subnebula について)



同位体交換速度の見積り

コンドリュール
16O-poor

元々は 16O-rich (YK04)

融解時間 : 1 ～ 100 hour

形成環境への制約
ダストディスクの厚さ
他の見積りとの比較



5. 強敵の動向
と　も



F.>J.>Ciesla>さん

ダスト−ガス分別過程
我々と同じ

有機物は考えない
H2O の欠乏で還元的環境

計算コード
色々解いているらしい
付着成長過程
ダストの動径移動


